Framed Ink: Drawing And Composition For Visual Storytellers
**Synopsis**

The ultimate guide to visual storytelling! How to make the audience ""feel"" the story while they are ""reading"" the story. Using his experiences from working in the comic book industry, movie studios and teaching, Marcos introduces the reader to a step-by-step system that will create the most successful storyboards and graphics for the best visual communication. After a brief discussion on narrative art, Marcos introduces us to drawing and composing a single image, to composing steady shots to drawing to compose for continuity between all the shots. These lessons are then applied to three diverse story lines - a train accident, a cowboy tale and bikers approaching a mysterious house. In addition to setting up the shots, he also explains and illustrates visual character development, emotive stances and expressions along with development of the environmental setting to fully develop the visual narrative.
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**Customer Reviews**

Length: 0:39 Mins

There are probably no other books around that covers composition with emphasis on storytelling as well as Framed Ink. This is a whole book devoted to the subject, as compared to other books (on storyboards) that usually have only one or two chapters. Although the illustrated examples are mainly movie composition, the techniques can be applied to animation, movies and even graphic novels. Every technique comes with a concise breakdown. You get to understand how and why shots are framed in a certain way, or how to create compositions to create a certain mood. There
are also tips on lighting and continuity. Over 200 beautifully illustrated examples are included. And they are really good examples. Just by looking at the examples alone, without even reading the commentary, you already get a good idea of what’s happening. Marcos Mateu-Mestre has distilled his 20 years of experience and knowledge into an accessible package you shouldn’t miss out on. This is the essential how-to book for storytellers, or for anyone who needs to put images on screen or on paper. Highly recommended. - You can check out more of his work on his website. -(There are more pictures of the book on my blog. Just visit my profile for the link.)

Book is mostly about composition in storyboards for movies. Last section deals about comics but is fairly short. The majority of the story board information can apply to comics too. Content is very good. It deals with setting up composition in an abstract way before adding detail. Information is shown in an easy to understand way. Abstract versions of different shots are shown next to more detailed drawings. Text is easy to understand. It’s the only book on have that connects storytelling and composition. I have some books about fine art composition that deal with some of the same things but most of the information in the books is new to me. It also answered questions I had about applying perspective in ways that fit the composition. I’d recommend the book.

Just so we’re all clear, I am a 20+ year vet working as a designer in the film industry. The author, Marcos Mateu and I are colleagues, and we work together at DreamWorks Animation. Does that mean I’m biased? Absolutely! Because I can tell you that Marcos is one of the best designers working in the film industry today, and this book gives anyone who’s lucky (smart) enough to buy it, a glimpse at how he does it. As for the book, it’s one of the best, if not THE best books of it’s kind out there. I’ve been waiting my entire career for a book like this...one that goes into detail about how to tell stories with pictures...one that doesn’t just talk about how to draw, but how to think about drawing...one that explains how to create really powerful images, packed with emotion and dynamics...one that actually delivers the goods. And this book delivers!!! Yes, there have been other books on the subject, most of them with lots of abstract theories, and maybe even some good technical information. But they don’t have what this one has...Marcos’ drawings. Hundreds of them. And they’re all to die for! OK now for the down side: there’s a bit of a wait to get the book. From what I understand, due to a printing glitch, there’s been some delays getting the books to market. It was available at ComicCon, and had one shipment, which they sold out of instantly. But fear not, there are more on the way!!!! In other words, do yourself a favor and don’t do what the unfortunate reviewer above did and just pass over this book because it’s not available TODAY. Buy it now...because it’s
going to sell out...fast! Then you’ll have to pay big bucks for it on eBay.

The book "framed ink" is not a "How-To-Draw" book, rather than a "How-To-See" book. Those of you who search for meticulous step-by-step instructional book for comics and illustrations are recommended to search elsewhere (Burne Hogarth’s books would be great for that, in my opinion). This book is all about the fine art of composition. Whether you’re an aspiring animator, an experienced comic book artist or whatever - this book, brought by one of the most highly acclaimed artists in film industry (check the preface from Jeffery Katzenberg) is a masterclass in constructing a frame for any illustrative need (storyboard, animation sequence, graphic novel etc.). You can draw the most beautiful, eye-dazzling imagery and still have no "life" or sense of believability in your paintings and sequences. Once you get a hold of Mr. Mestre’s concepts regarding proper division of a frame, direction and meaning within your composition, you are bound to improve your painting-narrating skills almost immediately. I will most definitely acquire Marcos Mateau-Mestre’s future books, once they’re out. If you want to improve your paintings, make them more powerful and meaningful, this book would be a great start.

Five stars, all the way. As far as a comicbook art books: this is the cream of the crop. He spends NO time on how you draw and all the time on how you SHOW what you draw. How setting characters up to seem more powerful and central. How to imply character relationship with spacial relationships. How to imply distance and movement. How to hint at many but draw few. How to dynamically frame action. This book really gets into the nitty gritty behind setting up the panel/page to give you the best coverage and easiest read. His explanation of the 180 degree rule is phenomenal. He lays out some scenes then diagrams the camera moves. If you don’t know the 180 degree rule he lays it out perfectly. If you do know the rule he illustrates why it works so well. The section in the back is specifically for Graphic Novels but EVERYTHING is relevant. In fact the Graphic Novel section might be the least informative part of this book for comics. I can’t recommend this book enough. The amount of behind the panel information he gets you to think through will change the way you think about drawing your comic.
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